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[1] Geochronology of fluvial deposits can be used to
characterize provenance, the paleotopography of sedi-
ment source regions, and the development of regional
drainage systems. We present U‐Pb and (U‐Th)/He
ages of detrital zircon grains from Eocene gravels pre-
served in several paleoriver systems along the western
flank of the central and northern Sierra Nevada. These
ages allow us to trace the sourcing of detritus in
paleorivers and to constrain the evolution of the Sierra
Nevada range front. U‐Pb zircon age distributions are
bimodal, with a dominant peak between 110 and 95 Ma
and smaller but significant peaks in the Middle to Late
Jurassic, matching the predominant ages of the Sierra
Nevada batholith. A small fraction (<6%) of grains
has pre‐Mesozoic ages, which consistently match ages
from prebatholithic assemblages within the northern
part of the range. (U‐Th)/He ages of a subset of double‐
dated zircons cluster between 114 and 74 Ma and are
consistent with batholithic (U‐Th)/He cooling ages in
the northern Sierra. Our results indicate that the Eocene
river systems in the central northern Sierra Nevada
likely had proximal headwaters and had relatively
steep axial gradients, draining smaller areas than was
commonly thought. This also suggests that the northern
Sierra Nevada would have had an established drainage
divide and would have acted as a major topographic
barrier during the early to mid‐Cenozoic. The data pre-
sented here support a model of the Eocene northern
Sierra Nevada characterized by a western slope with a
gradient broadly similar to that of today. Citation: Cecil,
M. R., M. N. Ducea, P. Reiners, G. Gehrels, A. Mulch, C. Allen,
and I. Campbell (2010), Provenance of Eocene river sediments
from the central northern Sierra Nevada and implications for
paleotopography, Tectonics, 29, TC6010,
doi:10.1029/2010TC002717.

1. Introduction
[2] The northern Sierra Nevada is characterized by sub-

stantial relief (2–2.5 km vertical elevation over 100 km in
the central and northern parts of the range) and average
crestal elevations of >2200 m above sea level (masl).
Geodynamically, the northern part of the range behaves as a
semirigid microplate, which is coupled to the Great Valley
[Argus and Gordon, 1991; Dixon et al., 2000] and bounded
to the east by the Sierran frontal fault system and to the west
by the San Andreas plate boundary. Physiographically, the
Sierra Nevada is a northwest‐southeast trending mountain
range approximately 600 km in length and 100 km in width
and is bounded to the east by the Basin and Range province
and to the west by the Great Valley (Figure 1). With the
exception of the southernmost Sierra, which is broken by a
system of late Cenozoic faults [Mahéo et al., 2009], the
Sierran block as a whole apparently exhibits little internal
deformation. The range bears an asymmetrical profile with a
steeply sloping eastern margin and a more gently dipping
western margin, which has long been interpreted to be the
result of westward block tilting [e.g., Lindgren, 1911;
Christensen, 1966; Huber, 1981; Unruh, 1991]. Westward
tilting, initiated by the development of the east side‐down
normal faults along the Sierran front, is thought to have
generated uplift at the range crest since the time of faulting
(circa 5 Ma [Wakabayashi and Sawyer, 2001]). The degree
to which the Sierra has been tilted and the amount of surface
uplift interpreted to have occurred in the late Cenozoic,
however, remains controversial.
[3] Many data sets have been brought to bear on this issue

of recent range‐wide uplift. Geomorphic reconstructions of
paleochannels preserved in the western Sierra have been
used to argue for an increase in slope following Eocene
through Miocene deposition of sediments in the channels
[Lindgren, 1911; Hudson, 1955, 1960; Huber, 1981, 1990;
Jones et al., 2004]. A marked increase in downcutting rates
of southern Sierra rivers from ∼1.3 to 2.7 mm/yr at circa 3Ma
has also been suggested as evidence of an additional phase
of Late Cenozoic surface uplift and incision [Wakabayashi
and Sawyer, 2001] into significant preexisting topography
[Stock et al., 2005, 2004]. Late Cenozoic surface and/or rock
uplift is not reflected in low‐temperature thermochrono-
metric data, however, which indicate protracted range‐wide
long‐term exhumation rates in the mid‐Cenozoic [House
et al., 2001; Clark et al., 2005; Cecil et al., 2006]. In fact, the
distribution of variable (U‐Th)/He ages across modern can-
yons in the south central Sierra has been used to argue for
the presence of high‐relief paleocanyons in the Paleogene,
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implying a decrease in relief and crestal elevations since
∼60 Ma [House et al., 1998; Braun, 2002].
[4] Stable isotope geochemistry has been used to both

constrain the timing of a rain shadow effect in the Great Basin
east of the Sierra Nevada [Poage and Chamberlain, 2002],
and to estimate paleoaltitudes of the Sierra Nevada–Great
Basin region [Horton et al., 2004; Mulch et al., 2006, 2008;
Crowley et al., 2008; Cassel et al., 2009a; Hren et al., 2010].
Those data indicate the presence of a Miocene rain shadow

and Eocene through Pleistocene western gradients similar
to present day, which is difficult to reconcile with earlier
geomorphic studies. Paleoaltimetric studies strengthen the
case for a high interior upland (termed the Nevadaplano
[DeCelles, 2004]) existing to the east of the Sierra Nevada
[Horton et al., 2004; Cassel et al., 2009a]. It should be
emphasized, however, that these seemingly contradictory
data sets are complicated by the fact that the northern (north
of 37.5°N) and southern parts of the Sierra Nevada are

Figure 1. (a) Digital elevation model of the Sierra Nevada and west central Nevada showing present‐
day topography and location of the modern drainage divide. Sample locations are shown, andmajor modern
rivers discussed in text are outlined. AM, American River; MR, Mokelumne River; SR, Stanislaus River;
YR, Yuba River. Mapped Tertiary extension in Nevada is modified after Van Buer et al. [2009] and Cassel
et al. [2009b], and extension estimates are from Smith et al. [1991], Surpless et al. [2002], and Faulds et al.
[2005]. (b) Generalized geologic basement map of the same area, showing source terranes and assemblages
and their associated boundaries. Map modified after Gehrels and Miller [2000]. Location of proposed
paleodivide is from Henry [2008]. FB, Foothills belt; GA, Golconda allochthon; MAF, Miogeocline and
Antler foreland basin strata; NST, northern Sierra terrane; RMA, Roberts Mountain allochthon; SN, Sierra
Nevada batholith; TA, Triassic assemblages.
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markedly different in many respects and may not share a
common topographic evolution.
[5] The paleotopography of the northern Sierra Nevada

and the paleotopographic and geodynamic relationship
between the ancestral Sierra and the Nevadaplano to the east
remain unclear, partly due to deformation east of the Sierra
Nevada associated with the westward encroachment of Basin
and Range faulting, and the relative paucity of Cenozoic
geology preserved within the Sierra. We present new detrital
zircon U‐Pb and (U‐Th)/He ages from Eocene river sedi-
ments, which we use to assess the relative contributions of
sediment sources from within the Sierra Nevada and base-
ment terranes to the east. Our aims are twofold: (1) to
constrain the upstream drainage areas of paleorivers and
(2) to estimate the position of the Eocene drainage divide.
Such analyses allow us to estimate depositional gradients
and to create a model of large‐scale range paleotopography.
These issues have implications for the rock and surface uplift
history of the Sierra Nevada, which is key to determining the
geodynamic processes responsible for the creation and/or
maintenance of high topography over geologic timescales.

2. Geologic Framework and Characterization
of Fluvial Deposits
[6] The modern Sierra Nevada is the exposed root of a

Mesozoic magmatic arc comprising primarily midcrustal
intrusive rocks, as well as older plutonic bodies (i.e.,
Devonian Bowman Lake batholith), and framework metase-
dimentary and metavolcanic belts [Bateman and Wahrhaftig,
1966]. Batholithic ages in the Sierra range from ∼248 to 80
Ma, with major pulses of magmatism occurring between
160–150 Ma and 110–85 Ma [Coleman and Glazner, 1998;
Ducea, 2001]. Unlike the southern Sierra Nevada, the
exposed portions of which are almost entirely granitoids, the
central and northern parts of the range preserve a sequence
of Cenozoic clastic and volcaniclastic units. The base of the
Cenozoic section comprises coarse gold‐bearing gravels of
variable thickness, which are found in west dipping bedrock
paleochannels and are capped by Neogene volcaniclastics
(Figure 2). These paleochannel systems can be traced from
the Paleogene shoreline upslope to below the range crest
(∼2000 m), and have been inferred by some authors to extend
east into central Nevada [Huber, 1990; Wakabayashi and
Sawyer, 2001; Garside et al., 2005].
[7] East of the Sierra Nevada, the basement geology is

characterized by a series of Neoproterozoic through Jurassic
basement terranes comprising mainly continental margin
strata and ocean floor assemblages. Central eastern Nevada is
underlain by Neoproterozoic through early Mesozoic
Cordilleran miogeoclinal rocks, although only upper Paleo-
zoic and younger miogeoclinal strata would have been
exposed in the Eocene [Van Buer et al., 2009]. To the
northwest, sandstones, shales, and cherts of the Roberts
Mountain and Golconda allochthons were thrust over mio-
geoclinal strata during the Paleozoic Antler and Sonoma
orogenies, respectively [Schweickert and Snyder, 1981;
Gehrels et al., 2000; Riley et al., 2000]. During the Triassic,
clastic shallow marine sequences accumulated on Golconda
rocks (Figure 1). Zircon age signatures from these terranes

are dominated by recycled Precambrian grains, which have
distinct population clusters, and are unlike zircon spectra
expected for Sierran sources, which should reflect primarily
Mesozoic batholithic ages.
[8] The gold‐bearing fluvial gravels in the northern Sierra

are thought to have been deposited in the middle Eocene,
based upon molluscan faunal constraints from the correla-
tive Ione Formation (lower Sierran foothills) [Creely and
Force, 2007] and radiometric ages of overlying Oligocene
volcanics [Cassel et al., 2009b; Henry, 2008]. They can be
divided into two groups: a coarse lower unit, dominated by
pebble to boulder‐sized clasts, which typically occupies
narrow channel thalwegs, and an upper unit, which is
thicker, finer grained, and characterized by trough cross
stratification, lenticular bedding, and discontinuous bands of
imbricated pebbles and cobbles [Yeend, 1974; Clark, 1979].
Commonly, the lower gravels are not found stratigraphically
in place, but rather as man‐made, voluminous lag deposits
on the basement floors of abandoned hydraulic mines.
Where exposed in place, they lie unconformably atop
steeply dipping metasediments of the Calaveras and Shoo
Fly complexes, and can be up to ∼35 m thick. Lower gravel
conglomerates are clast supported and uniformly coarse,
with clasts having average b axis diameters of >64 mm.
Clasts are typically subrounded and appear to be of local
lithologic affinity [Yeend, 1974].
[9] The upper gravels, from which our samples were

collected, are medium to coarse‐grained sands, interbedded
with discontinuous lenses of both imbricated pebbles and
fine‐grained sands and silts (total thickness locally of over
100 m). Continuous, but thinner, silt and clay horizons are
also present. This paper uses the provenance of the Eocene
upper gravels to constrain the catchments being drained by
Sierran paleoriver systems and to estimate the slope of the
western Sierra Nevada and the position of the Eocene
drainage divide.

3. Analytical Methods
[10] Sand, pebbles, and cobbles from the Eocene upper

gravel unit were sampled from six different localities along
the ancestral Yuba, American, Mokelumne, and Stanislaus
Rivers, located on the western flank of the central northern
Sierra Nevada (Figure 3). This allowed us to analyze the
provenance of zircon grains from multiple Paleogene river
systems, thereby placing the topographic structure of the
Sierra Nevada into a regional context. Zircons were sepa-
rated by standard rock crushing and magnetic/density pro-
cedures. Detrital zircon U‐Pb geochronologic analysis for
samples 1, 2, 4 and 5 was conducted at the University of
Arizona LaserChron center using LA‐MC‐ICP‐MS (laser
ablation multicollector inductively coupled plasma mass
spectrometry) (details of analytical method are explained by
Gehrels et al. [2008]). Samples 3a–3d and 6 were analyzed
at the Australian National University using Q‐ICP‐MS
(quadrupole‐ICP‐MS). Details of this analytical method are
outlined by Reiners et al. [2005].
[11] For each sample, a random population of up to

∼100 grains was individually analyzed. With the exception
of dark pinkish crystals, which often had pre‐Mesozoic
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ages, there was little correlation between the calculated
U‐Pb age and zircon appearance. To maximize precision,
for zircon grains younger than 1.0 Ga, the 206Pb/238U age is
reported, whereas for grains older than this, the 206Pb/207Pb
is used. In the case of the North Columbia sample, all zircon
grains with a discernable color (n = 35) were handpicked,
mounted separately, and analyzed. Those measurements
were then added to the Precambrian ages calculated from the
original North Columbia sample (with grains selected ran-
domly) and plotted as North Columbia Precambrian. All
detrital zircon data (727 total zircon ages) are plotted as
relative probability curves.
[12] In addition to U‐Pb ages, eleven zircon grains from

the Blue Lead sand sample were analyzed for (U‐Th)/He
ages (see Reiners et al. [2005] for zircon double‐dating
methods) (all U‐Pb and (U‐Th)/He zircon data with
appropriate concordance and precision are included in
Data Sets S1 and S2).1

4. Results
[13] The samples reported here generally have similar age

distributions, with most zircon grains yielding ages between
175 and 85 Ma. Samples have two distinct peaks: a larger
one at 110–95 Ma and smaller, but significant, peaks in the
Middle to Late Jurassic. In contrast to the other samples,
where the large age peak defines a narrow age range, the
Wallens sample has a broad, flat peak, spanning an age
range of 30 Myr. (124–91 Ma), which composes 78% of the
total zircon population. The fraction of Jurassic‐age grains is
higher in samples collected farther west and also increases
with increasing grain size, such that at a single collection
site, pebble samples have more Jurassic grains than the sand
fraction, but many fewer Jurassic grains than the cobble
fraction (Figure 4a). Zircon grains from Orleans Flat were
separated from 6 cobbles and have ages between 399 and
325 Ma. Random analysis of zircon grains shows that <6%
of any sample population has grains of Precambrian age.
The Precambrian zircon subset (n = 42; 35 of which were
not randomly selected) from the North Columbia sample site
has a number of significant grain populations, and is char-
acterized by age probability peaks at circa 1023Ma, 1830Ma,
2480 Ma, and 2660 Ma.
[14] Eleven zircon grains from the Blue Lead sand sample

have U/Pb ages ranging from 87 Ma to 2.5 Ga, and corre-
sponding (U‐Th)/He ages ranging from 74 to 114 Ma (see
Data Set S2). There is no significant correlation betweenU/Pb
and (U‐Th)/He age. The distribution of reported (U‐Th)/He
ages overlaps with, but is slightly offset from the range of
(U‐Th)/He zircon bedrock ages reported byCecil et al. [2006].

5. Discussion
5.1. Provenance of Eocene Fluvial Deposits

[15] The detrital zircon data presented here provide new
information about the provenance of Eocene river gravels
and, thereby, the bedrock sediment sources of Eocene river

systems in the central and northern Sierra Nevada. The age
distribution patterns in our analyses are a close match to
both apparent intrusive flux data for the southern Sierra
Nevada [Ducea, 2001] and the age‐area distribution of pre‐
Eocene plutonic rocks in the northern Sierra Nevada (this
study; Figure 4b). Both data sets reveal two magmatic
events in the Sierra Nevada: one in the Jurassic (160–150Ma)
and another, much larger event in the Late Cretaceous
(110–95 Ma), a pattern reflected in our detrital zircon prob-
ability density plots. To first order, this is consistent with
derivation of zircon grains in the Eocene fluvial samples
overwhelmingly from local Sierra Nevada magmatic sources.
[16] In addition to the broad magmatic trend, there are a

number of important patterns observed in the U‐Pb detrital
zircon data consistent with local sourcing.
[17] 1. Samples collected from the westernmost Sierran

foothills (Angel’s Camp, Wallens, and Blue Lead) have a
larger fraction of Jurassic aged zircons, whereas samples
collected upslope to the east (Chalk Bluff and North
Columbia) have age signatures dominated by Cretaceous
grains. This is attributed to the pattern of pluton distribution
in the central northern Sierra Nevada, where older plutons
are emplaced into the western Foothills belt and younger
Cretaceous plutons are found in the crestal areas (Figure 3).
[18] 2. The zircon age spectrum from the Angel’s Camp

sample reveals two small, but distinguishable age peaks at
167 Ma and 148 Ma. The ages of these peaks match ages of
smaller plutons (the Standard and Parrott’s Ferry plutons
from Sharp and Saleeby [1979]; the Woods Ridge granite
and Granite Creek tonalite from Dodge and Calk [1987])
exposed to the southeast of the sample site.
[19] 3. The relative proportion of Jurassic grains in the

samples from the Blue Lead hydraulic mine increases with
grain size, owing to the fact that larger clasts (pebbles and
cobbles) are more difficult to transport and are more likely
derived from local Jurassic plutons.
[20] 4. In the case of the Orleans Flat sample, all of the

cobbles sampled have zircon grains of a distinctive Devonian
age and are likely shed from the Bowman Lake batholith
located <10 km upstream of the collection site. All of these
patterns observed in the detrital zircon data indicate a local
Sierra Nevada source for sediments deposited in all studied
Paleogene channels.
[21] Because the North Columbia sample had the largest

fraction of Precambrian grains (6% of the larger randomly
selected population), we chose to pick and analyze all rec-
ognizably old zircons from that sample in order to compare
the age spectrum of these grains to those of nearby terranes
in California and Nevada. A statistical comparison of the
detrital Precambrian zircon spectra to those from California
terranes indicates that the North Columbia Precambrian
sample is similar to samples from the Shoo Fly Complex
and the Shoo Fly overlap, assemblages in the northern Sierra
terrane. However, these ages are also statistically similar to
ages in the Golconda allochthon, the Roberts Mountain
allochthon, and the Antler overlap assemblage (Figure 5). It
is less similar, in terms of cumulative probability density,
and proportion and overlap of peaks, to the miogeocline in
Nevada. Given that the overwhelming abundance of Meso-
zoic zircon grains in Eocene river gravels is of local Sierran

1Auxiliary materials are available at ftp://ftp.agu.org/apend/tc/
2010tc002717.
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affinity, it is likely that Precambrian zircons were also
derived from local Sierran Paleozoic metasedimentary
rocks, although we cannot rule out derivation from source
terranes to the east based only on detrital U‐Pb ages.
[22] U‐Pb detrital zircon ages alone may not always

uniquely constrain sediment provenance, especially when
candidate source terranes contain zircons of similar crys-
tallization age [Campbell et al., 2005; Reiners et al., 2005].
(U‐Th)/He cooling ages on a subset of the same grains dated
by U/Pb also strengthen the case for local Sierra Nevada
sources. Zircon He ages range from 74 to 113 Ma, similar to

bedrock zircon He cooling ages of 65 to 91 Ma observed in
northern Sierran granitoids [Cecil et al., 2006] (Figure 6
inset). The slightly younger range of cooling ages observed
in the bedrock zircons is likely due to post‐Eocene unroofing,
and is consistent with slow exhumation rates (∼0.03 km/Myr)
estimated for the mid‐Cenozoic [Clark et al., 2005; Cecil
et al., 2006]. Importantly, the two Precambrian grains
selected from the Eocene fluvial deposits for He‐Pb double
dating also yield cooling ages similar to those of Sierran
basement, suggesting that they share the same exhumation
history as the range and are most likely derived from

Figure 2. Generalized stratigraphic column for fluvial and volcanic deposits in the central northern Sierra
Nevada. This is a composite drawn from measurements made at many different locations, as rarely are all
units exposed at a single site. Unit thicknesses can vary between locations.
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metamorphic belts within the Sierra Nevada. Pre‐Mesozoic
strata from Nevada basement terranes are not thought to
have undergone significant burial or reheating, and have
been shown to have much older zircon He cooling ages
[Druschke et al., 2009] (Figure 6).

5.2. Assumptions, Caveats, and Bias in the Detrital
Zircon Record

[23] Although both the U/Pb and (U‐Th)/He ages of
zircons in our samples are consistent with local derivation

Figure 3. Generalized geologic map of the Sierra Nevada and central Nevada, modified after Irwin and
Wooden [2001], Gehrels and Miller [2000], Crafford [2007], and Van Buer et al. [2009]. Pre‐Eocene
basement rocks in Nevada, where exposed, are shown in dark colors, and the inferred extent of basement
terranes (compiled from Gehrels and Miller [2000], Crafford [2007], and Van Buer et al. [2009]) are
shown in light colors. Sample locations are numbered and correspond to numbered age‐probability plots
in Figure 4a. Abbreviations are the same as for Figure 1b. Jurassic nonplutonic units make up the
Foothills Belt (FB), and the Calaveras and Shoo Fly units make up the northern Sierra terrane (NST)
shown in Figure 1b. T, Lake Tahoe; M, Mono Lake.
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from the Sierra Nevada, the question of whether those same
signatures could be compatible with rivers draining a much
greater area must be addressed. Fundamental to this type of
provenance analysis is the assumption that detrital zircon
populations from a given sample adequately represent the
whole of the upstream paleodrainage area. In general,
sample data may not be representative if (1) zircon grains
were only transported limited distances or (2) granitoid
terranes provide a greater, more concentrated source of
zircon grains and their signals therefore artificially skew the
zircon distributions. Specific to this study, detrital zircon age
spectra may be misinterpreted if (1) Sierran‐like zircon
sources were present and exposed significantly farther east

or (2) zircon‐bearing rocks of Nevada basement terranes
were not exposed in the Eocene. These general and case‐
specific complications regarding the interpretation of detrital
zircon data are discussed below.
[24] It is possible that Eocene river systems were much

longer and had headwaters in Nevada, but deposits collected
in the Sierra Nevada are devoid of zircon populations with
Nevada signatures due to limited transportability of zircon
grains. If true, zircons collected at a given location would
only ever reflect relatively local source terranes. This seems
unlikely, however, given studies documenting long‐distance
fluvial travel of zircons from their sources [e.g., Dickinson
and Gehrels, 2009].

Figure 4. Detrital zircon age spectra for Eocene paleoriver deposits. (a) Data are plotted at two scales to
emphasize the Mesozoic populations. Relative probability curves for Phanerozoic ages are plotted from
0 to 500 and inset are histograms of older grains plotted from 500 to 3000 Ma. (b) Relative age distribution
of exposed pre‐Eocene plutonic rocks in the northern Sierra Nevada (box in Figure 3).
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[25] Zircon population distributions dominated by Meso-
zoic batholithic ages could be the result of exclusively local
sourcing, as we have suggested here. Alternatively, it is
possible that paleorivers drained terranes other than the
Mesozoic batholith, but that those terranes were either zircon‐
poor, or lithologically less likely to contribute zircons to the
river’s sediment load. Detrital zircon populations of Late
Cretaceous through Eocene sedimentary deposits of the
Sheep Pass basin (central Nevada), however, are dominated
by Precambrian detrital zircon populations, suggesting that
zircon grains were exposed and available for transport and
deposition during that time [Druschke et al., 2009]. The data
from the Sheep Pass basin further indicate that sedimentary
strata, which primarily make up the Nevada basement ter-
ranes, are abundant sources of detrital zircon grains. It is
unlikely, therefore, that the overwhelming Mesozoic batho-
lithic signatures present in our sample data are the result of
lithologic bias.
[26] A recent study by Van Buer et al. [2009] suggests

that batholithic granitoid rocks exposed during the Eocene
extended beyond the current geomorphic bounds of the
Sierra Nevada and into northwestern Nevada. This would
indicate that a paleodrainage divide to the east of the modern
one would still be consistent with the detrital zircon data
presented here. This is problematic for two reasons. First,
given their paleogeologic reconstruction and the proposed
location of the paleodrainage divide, Eocene river systems
with headwaters in east central Nevada should contain
detritus derived from not only batholithic rocks, but also

Paleozoic strata of the miogeocline and its lower Mesozoic
overlap, and Paleozoic eugeoclinal strata of the Golconda
and Roberts Mountain allochthons. This is particularly the
case for paleofluvial samples collected from locations south
of 39°N, where the more easterly extent of the batholithic
rocks is not observed. Second, reported ages of granitoid
rocks in northwestern Nevada overlap with, but are slightly
younger than, those in the main Sierra Nevada batholith
(105–85 Ma [Smith et al., 1971]), and are underrepresented
in our U‐Pb detrital zircon age spectra. The documented
ages of Nevada plutons between 38°N and 41°N, normal-
ized to their estimated surface areas (data from the updated
CONTACT88 database [Barton et al., 1988]), indicate that
the main magmatic peak in Nevada between those latitudes
postdates that of themain body of the SierraNevada (Figure 7).
Furthermore, plutonic rocks comprise a much smaller frac-
tion of the total surface area of Nevada (∼6%), compared to
that of the northern Sierra Nevada (>25%). These estimates
are based on modern exposures, however, and do not take
into account post‐Eocene extension, erosion, or deposition,
and so should be considered minimum estimates.

5.3. Implications for the Paleotopography
of the Central Northern Sierra Nevada

[27] The interpretation that detrital zircons in Eocene
fluvial deposits are derived overwhelmingly from the main
Sierra Nevada batholith and associated Paleozoic terranes
has implications for the paleotopography of the area. First, it

Figure 5. Comparison of pre‐Mesozoic relative age‐probability plots from basement terranes in the Sierra
Nevada, Nevada, and from North Columbia Precambrian sample reported here (basement terranes are
shown in Figure 1). Detrital zircon age distributions are from Antler Overlap [Gehrels and Dickinson,
2000], Roberts Mountain allochthon, [Gehrels et al., 2000], Golconda allochthon, [Riley et al., 2000],
miogeocline in Nevada [Gehrels et al., 1995], Shoo Fly Complex [Harding et al., 2000], Shoo Fly overlap
[Spurlin et al., 2000].
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implies areally limited catchments, suggesting that paleori-
vers had shorter axial lengths and steeper axial gradients
than previously estimated. Second, it implies that the Eocene
drainage divide was positioned within the Sierran block,
which acted as a topographic barrier separating the paleo–
Pacific Ocean from inboard Nevadan terranes. Although the
detrital zircon geochronometry data presented here cannot
constrain the paleoelevation of the source area, when com-
bined with independent paleoaltimetry from the adjacent
Great Basin, they can be used to estimate the gradient of the
western Sierran slope, and minimum summit elevations.

[28] It has been suggested that the Paleogene Great Basin
was part of a high (≥3 km) interior highland, the Nevada-
plano, which formed as a result of orogenic thickening and
compression in the Mesozoic [Dilek and Moores, 1999;
DeCelles, 2004]. Geophysical and thermobarometric data
[Wernicke et al., 1996] and geochemical data from Cenozoic
volcanics [Best et al., 2009] have been used to argue for the
presence of thickened (50–70 km) crust in Nevada at that
time, which was likely isostatically compensated by ele-
vated topography. High paleoelevations of an interior con-
tinental highland (2–3 km) are supported by stable isotope

Figure 6. Detrital U‐Pb and (U‐Th)/He double dates of zircon grains from the Blue Lead sand sample
(3a; Figure 2). (U‐Th)/He ages are compared to (U‐Th)/He zircon ages from Sierran bedrock samples
(curve at right [from Cecil et al., 2006]) and to detrital (U‐Th)/He cooling ages of zircons from the late
Cretaceous‐Eocene Sheep Pass Basin, east central Nevada [from Druschke et al., 2009]. U‐Pb ages are
compared to both the total distribution of detrital zircon ages measured here (Precambrian grains are of
such low relative abundance that they do not plot visibly) and detrital zircon ages from the Sheep Pass
Basin [Druschke et al., 2009]. For clarity, our double‐dated grains are shown again at different scale in
the inset. U‐Pb ages in the inset are plotted on a logarithmic scale. At such a scale, error bars are not
visible. Zircon (U‐Th)/He ages lie below, and are parallel to, the 1:1 He/Pb line (difference between
crystallization and cooling age is zero; Dt = 0 Ma), as is expected for plutonic samples. Most grains fall
within Dt contours drawn at 20 Ma and 40 Ma, indicating rapid cooling in the late Cretaceous, which is
consistent with interpretations of bedrock cooling ages. Two multicycle grains (defined as those grains
having Dt > 300 Ma [Campbell et al., 2005]) have similar cooling ages, suggesting a common exhu-
mation history. This is in contrast to similar ages detritus in Nevada, which has both Cretaceous and
Permian cooling ages.
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[Horton et al., 2004; Mulch et al., 2006; Cassel et al.,
2009a], organic molecular [Hren et al., 2010], and paleo-
botanical altimetric proxies [Wolfe et al., 1998, 1997].
Although multiple lines of evidence point at high late
Cretaceous–mid‐Cenozoic elevations in Nevada, it should
be noted that both stable isotope and botanically based
paleoaltimetric estimates can be subject to very large
(>1 km) uncertainties [Molnar, 2010; Peppe et al., 2010].
[29] Conservatively assigning a mean elevation of ∼1.5–

2 km to the highlands further east, and assuming that the
Eocene Sierra Nevada crest acted as a regionally developed
drainage divide, paleoelevations of the Sierran crest were
likely at least that high. Given the proximity of the Eocene
shoreline (Figure 1) to the paleocrest (∼80–120 km,
depending upon latitudinal position and the inferred eastern
extent of the Sierran batholith), and the minimum estimate
of Eocene summit elevations, the gradient of the western
slope can be estimated to be between 0.7 and 1.4°. This is
similar to the modern gradient of 1.3°, at the latitude of the
Yuba River (∼39°N), and consistent with stable isotope
based paleoaltimetry estimates, which suggest Eocene
through Pleistocene long‐lived topography similar to that of
today [Mulch et al., 2006, 2008; Crowley et al., 2008;
Cassel et al., 2009a].
[30] We hypothesize that the Sierra Nevada acted as a

western boundary to a continental interior highland further
east, separating it from the paleo‐Pacific by a topographi-
cally higher drainage divide (Figure 8a). The overall topo-

graphic structure of the Sierra Nevada in the Eocene would
have been very similar to that produced in the Late Creta-
ceous following emplacement and exhumation of the bath-
olith [DeGraaff‐Surpless et al., 2002], suggesting the
preservation of large‐scale relief and elevation into the
Paleogene. Our interpretation is consistent with estimates of
Eocene Sierran relief by Mulch et al. [2006], and agree with
studies supporting the Sierra Nevada existing as a major
topographic feature throughout the Cenozoic [e.g., House et
al., 1998, 2001; Poage and Chamberlain, 2002; Braun,
2002; Pelletier, 2007; Mulch et al., 2008]. They are not
consistent, however, with a model of low‐gradient Eocene
rivers (0.1°–0.2° [Jones et al., 2004]) draining a low‐slope
surface, potentially extending tens to hundreds of kilometers
east of the modern divide, as has been suggested based on
the proposed sinuosity and alluviated nature of the paleori-
vers (Figure 8b) [Lindgren, 1911; Christensen, 1966;
Huber, 1981; Wakabayashi and Sawyer, 2001; Jones et al.,
2004]. Our results, however, do not preclude a scenario in
which the post‐Eocene Sierra experienced tilting or mod-
erate regional uplift due to more recent tectonic causes.
[31] It has been suggested that a Sierran divide was not

present during the Oligocene, when ash flow tuffs, sourced
in the central Nevada caldera belt, were being deposited in
paleochannels draining across the modern divide and onto
the western Sierran slope [Busby et al., 2008; Cassel et al.,
2009b]. During this time, it is hypothesized that the Sierra
Nevada acted as a continuous, west dipping shoulder to the

Figure 7. Relative probability curves for ages of Sierra Nevada plutons within area shown in Figure 2a
and ages of Nevada plutons between 38°N and 41°N, both normalized to surface area. Pluton probability
curves are compared to the relative probability plot of all Sierran detrital zircon data reported in this paper.
Main Cretaceous peaks in the Sierra Nevada and Nevada are offset by 11 Myr. It should be noted that at
present, Mesozoic plutons make up only 6% of the total Nevada surface area within the latitude bounds
chosen, whereas >25% of the surface area of the northern Sierra Nevada today is composed of plutonic
rocks. Exposed pluton area would presumably have been higher during the Eocene in both the Sierra
Nevada and Nevada.
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Nevadaplano. This would require (1) that the Sierra Nevada
crest be lowered with respect to the Nevadaplano in the
Eocene‐Oligocene, such that large volumes of ignimbrites
are allowed to flow across the divide and fill existing
paleochannels, and (2) migration of the drainage divide
eastward to central eastern Nevada. It is possible that parts
of the ancestral Sierran crest were lowered with respect to
the adjacent highlands and paleochannels became integrated
across the crest. Channel integration is expected to generate
knickpoints in the paleoriver systems where stream channels
experience a break in slope crossing from the relatively low
relief Nevadaplano to the western Sierra. Headward erosion
resulting from knickpoint generation and migration could
explain an earlier (∼20–3 Ma) documented phase of incision
in Sierran rivers [Clark et al., 2005; Clark and Farley, 2007;
Saleeby et al., 2009]. Alternatively, it is possible that the

Oligocene topographic configuration described above existed
in the Eocene, such that paleorivers drained westward across
the Nevadaplano, but their eastern reaches were not acting as
erosive channels (Figure 8c). Only after experiencing an
increase in erosive stream power, drawn as an increase in
slope in the block model, would the paleorivers start to
incorporate detritus with Sierra Nevada affinity. This model
honors the detrital zircon data presented here, without
requiring a shift in drainage divide position or a relative
change in elevation between the Sierra and the Nevadaplano.
[32] It is not until Miocene‐Pliocene encroachment of

Basin and Range faulting and the development of the Sierran
frontal escarpment that the Sierran drainage divide is fully
reestablished (Figure 8d). Detailed chronostratigraphy of
volcanics and volcaniclastics from central Sierran paleo-
channels indicates that they were cut off from sources to the

Figure 8. Schematic block models representing (a–c) Eocene and (d) modern topographic configura-
tions of the Sierra Nevada and adjacent Nevada highlands (Eocene)/Basin and Range (modern). Figure 8a
shows paleotopography of the Sierra Nevada best supported by the detrital zircon data presented herein.
A drainage divide, in roughly the same position as that of the modern one, separates the Sierra from the
interior Nevadaplano. Paleorivers are relatively steep, with small catchments, sourced entirely within the
Sierra Nevada block. Crestal elevations are assumed to be at least 1.5 km, based on paleoelevation esti-
mates for the Nevadaplano. The western flank of the Sierra slopes westward at a gradient similar to the
modern one. Figure 8b shows traditional model of Sierra Nevada paleotopography based on a regionally
developed erosion surface and the meandering and alluviated nature of Eocene rivers. This model implies
a shallow gradient for the western Sierran flank, with relatively low‐slope rivers draining a large area, and
is a poor fit to the detrital zircon data presented here. In Figure 8c paleorivers drain westward across the
Nevadaplano in nonerosive channels but must incise and exclusively incorporate Sierran detritus to the
west to be consistent with our provenance data. This model requires a change in slope or some other
mechanism for changing erosive power of the paleorivers at or near the modern divide but has the benefit
of not requiring a large (>150 km) eastward shift in drainage divide position before deposition of Oligo-
cene ash flows in Sierran paleorivers. In Figure 8d the period from ∼5 Ma to the present is marked by the
extensional collapse of the nearby Nevada highlands and the development of the Sierran frontal escarp-
ment, perhaps accompanied by moderate uplift of the range crest. Paleochannels (gray dashed) are aban-
doned, and modern drainages (dark blue) are incised. BR, Basin and Range.
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east between 10 and 7 Ma [Busby et al., 2008; Busby and
Putirka, 2009]. Renewed late Cenozoic river incision and a
reorganization of modern rivers systems away from paleo-
channels now clogged with Miocene lahars also occurs
during this time. It is unclear, however, whether this change
in river behavior is associated with tectonic forcing, a shift
in climate, or both. Regardless of the mechanism, some
perturbation is necessary to account for the reorganization of
drainage networks and to explain why Eocene rivers, which
were apparently draining an area similar to the modern ones,
were predominantly alluvial, less incised, and more sinuous
than their modern counterparts.

6. Conclusions
[33] The geochronologic and thermochronologic signatures

of detrital zircons from Eocene river sediments preserved
along the western flank of the northern Sierra Nevada allow
us to constrain the source areas of the rivers transporting that
sediment and to infer large‐scale characteristics of Sierran
paleotopography. Detrital zircon U‐Pb age spectra are dom-
inated by Mesozoic peaks, the proportion and distribution of
which are an excellent match to the timing of known volu-
metric fluxes in Sierran magmatic production, and distinct
from Mesozoic pluton ages in Nevada. Patterns observed in
the Jurassic grain populations also tie detrital zircons to local
batholithic sources. Precambrian grains, although few, are
also interpreted to be of Sierran affinity based on the distri-
bution of their U‐Pb and (U‐Th)/He ages, which are different
than those reported for similarly aged fluvial sediments in
Nevada [Druschke et al., 2009]. Zircon He ages of double‐

dated grains are similar to bedrock cooling ages of northern
Sierra granitoids and indicate derivation from a single source
with a Sierra‐like unroofing history. These data suggest that
Eocene rivers were draining smaller, local catchments and
had headwaters within the confines of the Sierra Nevada
block, implying that the Eocene drainage divide was in a
position similar to the modern one.
[34] Although the Sierra Nevada preserves a Paleogene

erosion surface, commonly interpreted to be indicative of
local relief reduction, our data suggest that the Eocene Sierra
was characterized by modest to high crestal elevations and a
western flank with a gradient similar to the modern one.
This in turn suggests that (1) the depositional gradient of
Eocene rivers was likely similar to the gradient at which
they are preserved today, which argues against significant
post‐Eocene crestal uplift of the range block in the northern
Sierra Nevada, and (2) low‐relief surfaces, such as the relict
Sierran landscape [Clark et al., 2005] do not necessarily
develop at low elevations.
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